Here we are staying in the shed keeping safe.
Today we have a Technical Article from Dan Burt about distributors it will be followed next week with an advance curve
graph.
Thanks to Trevor and Rosalie for doing the write up for the Flinders Run that we missed out on. I presume that the
Boolaroo Steam rally is being covered by some one else.
Update on Andrew Tripod Dawes’s Chummy clutch problems he has taken the body off the chassis and removed the
road springs. Seems like a long way around to the clutch plate.
Rick Hoffman has a Ford Anglia 105E like the one used in the Harry Potter films and is having problems with door
adjustment. If any one can help please contact him.
If all your jobs on the fridge are completed and the shed is clean and tidy I have included something for you to do. A
colouring competition. Colour in the Austin 7 Van (yes I know I think it is a Rosengart) scan it and send it back to me.
Winner might receive one of Andrew’s highly sought after rolls of toilet paper.
Stay Safe see you in a bakery one day
Regards
David Grear

SOUTHERN FLINDERS PREWAR RUN
DIARY OF THE TRIP WE WOULD HAVE HAD.

28/3/20 SATURDAY

HOME – CLARE - JAMESTOWN
All packed & ready to leave by mid-morning on our first trip away in Alf (our A7) without the space
& comfort of the modern. Excitement abounds.
We met the group in Clare, at where else but the bakery, and at lunch time! Graham was there too in
his A7. He’s our Clare A7 Club member. The group is David & Michelle, Jean & Barney, Arthur &
Nadia, Debbie & Andrew, Greg & Julie, Malcolm & Christine, Scott, Lee & John, Beryl & Steve,
Laurie & Pam, David, Keith & Wendy, Trevor & Rosalie.
Graham took us to his place where he generously provided secure parking for the week for our
moderns & trailers, with the exception of 1 rig. That rig is our breakdown retrieval rig driven by
Laurie & Pam (plus a bit of extra space for luggage!!).

We set off from Graham’s place by early afternoon
travelling north past the Clare Airport & through the district of Andrews. At Spalding we took a short
diversion to check out the Bundaleer Reservoir & water channel that was first built in the 1890’s. A
fantastic engineering feat. Driving further north we stopped for a picnic afternoon tea at the
Bundaleer Forrest where we learnt of the birth of forestry in SA. A good time was had by all with
delicious cakes & pastries bought earlier at Clare & Spalding with tea & coffee from our trusty
thermos’. We explored the sculpture walk. Jamestown was just a few miles further on where we
booked into accommodation at the historic Railway & Commercial Hotels for bed & feed.
Alf drove exceptionally well for the day which was approximately 80 km. Windows out & stowed
behind the seat due to the lovely Sarah-Lee weather. That is cool in the morning & evening, & warm
enough during the day to remove multiple layers of clothing.

29/3/20 SUNDAY

JAMESTOWN – MELROSE
It was a rowdy night last night with pre dinner drinks starting early and Trevor Gent on his
keyboard and Greg Lindsay challenged the group with “name that tune”. There was no clear winner
but jelly beans were shared for those that called the right tune! It was a good laugh all round.
For your information here is the list:
I want to break free. Queen
One is the loneliest number. John Farnham
Don’t stand close to me. Sting/police
All by myself. Celine Dion
I wanna hold your hand
Sounds of Silence. Simon and Garfunkel
Keep a knocking but you can’t come in
Staying Alive. Bee Gees
A little less conversation. Elvis
Highway to hell
The final countdown
We ambled off around 9.30 out of Jamestown, past the Hornsdale Wind Farm and Battery and into
Booleroo Centre for the Steam & Traction Rally. A sight to behold & unbelievably quiet for so
many engines running with a full head of steam.
Quite a drama free drive from Booleroo Centre. Julie travelled with David Searles, Wendy hopped
in with Scott Appleyard and Beryl jumped in with Greg Lindsay so it was shuffled up a bit. Steve
ran out of petrol but blamed that on a faulty gauge and Scott Appleyard needed to put his new
battery in as the old one couldn’t keep the charge. David and Michelle Grear got a flat tyre but was
changed and back on the road in no time.
It was a social distancing dinner with each of us sitting 4 metres apart, they moved us in to the local
hall for dinner to ensure we kept our safe distances. Andrew Dawes auctioned off 2 rolls of toilet
paper and had enough to shout drinks for the whole group. A good time was had by all.

30/3/20 MONDAY

MELROSE – QUORN
An interesting start to the day after our lottery for shared accommodation. Now we know who
snores and all agree Greg deserves the golden ear plugs! The pleasant, cool morning saw Debbie
and a few keen walkers out early. Greary’s leisurely start was called off when it was announced the
hotel was putting on a cooked breakfast. The usual pre-run checks were completed, many noticing
the absence of oil spots under Arthur’s car. Scott, keen to get the most from his new battery was
away before some were quite ready. Available space seemed to have diminished with hasty
repacking.
The run to Wilmington was uneventful, the vertical curves presenting no problems to our fleet. The
Mount Remarkable range towering on our left while the roadside paddocks looked dry but there
was a tinge of green underneath. Greg was still happy that Old Aggie wasn’t falling too far behind.
On arrival at the Toy Museum we parked the cars, in line, radiators to the sun as directed by our
ever-fussy editor to have the first group photo for the week. The museum was not just cars, with
models, old toys and a very helpful owner only too happy to keep us amused with local anecdotes,
some requiring a pinch of salt to accept. While this fascination held most of the groups interest, it
wasn’t long before one of the girls spotted The Beautiful Valley café. “Forget the Thermi folks,

today we can have a real latte…or cappuccino…or long black…” We were also able to buy sausage
roll or sandwich to sustain us on the long drive to Quorn.
More trouble-free touring to the Great Northern Lodge where, after settling in to our rooms for the
next three days, we found a quiet corner for our ritual “happy hour”. Julie was keen to contact a
cousin she hadn’t seen for years and made plans to catch up tomorrow. Various observations as we
came into town provided a wealth of places to check out in the next few days.
Returning from a pit stop, via the dining room, John was keen to let us know that “local fare” was
on the menu for tonight. So how game are you?

31/3/20 TUESDAY

QUORN
Trevor and I were up early this morning with Trevor wearing his Lycra which Rosalie had ironed
for him last night. Trevor suggested that he and I should take a ride out to the Canoe tree before
breakfast. So, I grabbed my Malvern Star and Trevor his Super Elliot and we headed off. It wasn’t
long before we realized that this bike riding wasn’t for us and we headed back to Quorn. As we
headed back to the Hotel for our Flexitarian breakfast, we saw Barney talking to an old mate in his
Flintstone. Apparently, the Bulldog had a bit of trouble crossing the Finke and was now limping
home with one lung missing.
Further on down the street we could see 3 females wandering down the street with what looked like
an empty bottle in their hands. Yes, that’s right it was Beryl, Wendy and Lee just getting home from
their evening meal.
After breakfast David called a driver briefing and explained that as the Railway workshop wasn’t
far away the ladies would drive to the workshop. Michele had a concerned look on her face as did
Arthur as neither Michele nor Nadia had driven an Austin before. Debbie mentioned that she would
just have to call into the local shop as her toilet paper supply had taken a hammering overnight
(thanks to the auction).
On arrival at the Railway workshop David introduced us to our
tour guides Casey Jones and the Fat Controller. Casey had years of
experience with much time spent at Petticoat Junction and told us
the story of the “Cannonball Run”. As Casey showed us around the
workshop, he showed us the workshop store where many an
apprentice had been sent by their tradesmen to collect items such
as “a skyhook, bottle of emery sparks and a long wait” all items
which apprentices appreciated. Casey showed us the restoration
project currently underway which was Robert Lewy Stevenson’s
“Rocket” which was being fitted with a compound steam engine (a
lot of interest was shown in the project). Sally and Scott asked the
Fat Controller to explain what was meant by compound steam
engine as they were only familiar with compound interest. The Fat
Controller was also at a loss and said he specialized in workplace
health and safety. After thanking Casey and the Fat Controller for
their informative tour we ventured outside to find Greg and Julie
still at their Austin. It appears Greg had heard a noise in the engine
while Julie was driving and was investigating from whence the noise had come. Julie had gone for a
walk and checked out the Second Time Round shop and was keen to encourage the other girls to
have a look as the proceeds went to the local hospital.
The rest of the day was our own with many people dining at the local cafes before returning to the
Hotel for drinks and nibbles before tea. Laurie and Pam had arranged a seafood smorgasbord for

only $10.00 per head at a venue down the road so we all headed there for tea (well done Laurie and
Pam).

1/4/20 WEDNESDAY

QUORN - HAWKER - QUORN
Lots of shenanigans going on this morning. When we came out of our rooms all our cars had been
moved to different places than where they were before we all retired last night.
APRIL FOOLS DAY!!!
We all had different passengers today just to go with the day. We drove to Hawker. It was sunny
day with a few clouds around so was a lovely drive with tops open & windows down or out. We
had a lovely time looking around Hawker. Michelle & I went looking for a teddy bear for our
Collections. We all met at Craddock Hotel for lunch & a coldie.
On our way back to Quorn we stopped off at
Kanyaka Station a Historical place.
We
walked to Death Rock then all of a sudden, the
clouds let go with a downpour never seen
everyone move so quickly. All the cars got a
wash some inside & out. The rain stopped as
quick as it started back to Quorn for hot
showers before Happy Hour Tea & Bed.
Moving on tomorrow so an early night for
most. Wendy & Keith went to Lee & Johns
room for a night cap before retiring to their
own room.

2/4/20 THURSDAY

QUORN – PORT AUGUSTA
We wake up to a beautiful day today top of 28’ predicted. But it was a slow start as we had a late
night out. We all went to the Quorn Silo Light Show. It was a show of all the sights and cultural
things in the area. They project the images on to the side of the silos which are located right next to
the old railway station which was not far from where we were staying. Everyone agreed that it was
well worth the short walk to see this spectacle.
The only problem we had was that we
managed to lose a few of the group, only to
find that they had found the local pub open on
the way back home.
After a short briefing at about 10.30am this
morning we headed off for Pt Augusta which
was only 40km away.

We travelled up through the Peachey Ritchie Pass
as some cars made it up with ease there were
some that really struggled. Andrew and Trevor

both struggled to get up due to the overload of
things. Andrew with his Malvern Star bicycle
and Toilet Paper, Trevor with his Super Elliot
bicycle and of course all his show and tell
items. We eventually made it to our next stop Tickel Bell Hill which was our lunch stop organized
by Keith and Wendy. This was a great little family run eatery about ½ way between Quorn and Pt
Augusta, right next to the old railway line used by the steam train. After a short walk around the
area to look at the picturesque lattice bridge and hills, we sat down to a lovely lunch prepared by the
owners.
On arrival at Pt Augusta we were greeted by the locals on our way to our accommodation. Some of
us went straight to the shops to restock for that evening’s happy hour and check the local shops for
toilet paper.

3/4/20 FRIDAY

PORT AUGUSTA – PORT GERMAIN – PORT
PIRIE
Well here we are Friday already. Pam and I can’t believe how quick the week has gone! This is our
first pre war run, and being “tail end Charlie”, I assumed the trailer would be full of Austin 7’s by
now, but alas instead it’s full of push bikes, sporting equipment, cartons of wine and various excess
baggage.
We have been keeping well back from the “convoy” expecting to come across an A7 with steam and
oil dripping from it but luckily so far the only mishap was on Sunday when DG got a flat tyre, and
by the time we got to him, he had it changed!
Anyway back to Friday, Departed Pt Augusta at a comfortable time and had a good run to
Wilmington, through to Melrose and Murray Town, where the little cars and my big rig turned to
travel Germain Gorge. After about 9Km we stopped and regrouped at the George Hotel Ruin. The
hotel opened before the road did in 1888 and closed in 1911. After leg stretches and pictures the
Austin’s aimed for the next stop Port Germain Jetty.
The whole group “enthusiastically” strolled the 1.2Km length and on the way out, Andrew passed
us coming back; he had jogged all the way! The drivers and passengers then continued to head for
Port Pirie and instead of driving past all the fast food outlets at the entrance of town, they all pulled
in to obtain various food and drinks.
Later at the Travelway Motel during the final happy hour for the trip, it was voted that we have
Cocktails and Dinner at the Risdon Hotel. What a great night we had, hope all will be fit for the
day at Laura tomorrow.

4/4/20 SATURDAY

PORT PIRIE – LAURA – CLARE - HOMES
It was an early start this morning, except for Andrew who decided on extra rest. We had a change
of seasons overnight with a bit of rain in a cold front and with lots of wind. So beanies, scarves,
gloves & coats were fashionable and there was less gear to jam into our small travel bags. Trevor
got through his daily pre-run checks while waiting for a rain shower to ease. David & Michelle did
some face time with Daryl & Margaret Beasey in Mildura. The doc had told Daryl to rest with his
feet elevated, so the bottom of Daryl’s feet is pretty much what was on the screen. Get well soon
Daryl.
We headed inland to the Laura Folk Fare. There was fairy floss, a merry-go-round, clowns with
open mouths turning backwards and forwards (yes some of our crew tried to copy them!) and lots of
plants, craft, knick knacks to purchase. Laurie’s trailer is nearly full now. We gave the local band
our play list from the first night. The Sweetmans and Ian Leitch had decided on a surprise catch up
and had travelled to the Fair in their moderns. We found them eating local specialties Quondong
Jam & Golden North Giant Twin Ice Creams.
Right at the last the managers of the Laura Caravan Park asked us to park our sevens next to their
local car club line up for a photograph. We happily obliged with Scott directing us and were
treated to fresh home-made scones, jam & cream, a treat usually reserved for paying guests. Yum.
We had a couple of hours there but needed to move on to Gladstone as Sally had arranged with a
former school friend of his, now the local publican, to give us a tour of the historic Goal. Well
Wally is quite a character. He started talking about Australia’s history and the arrival of convicts for
seemingly minor crimes. He related the 19 crimes that could end up with Pommies being exported
to Tassie & NSW. Importantly none were sent to Gladstone. We promised to return for Wally’s
ghost tour some other time.
Now on the homeward run, we drove to Clare via Georgeown and Yakka. As we drove our motley
crew into the front yard at Graham’s place, we found Cheryl & Ian Jones sitting on the porch
enjoying a cuppa. It had been market day in Clare and they’d decided to do some shopping and
welcome us home.
It’s been a great week as we have had our Southern Flinders virtual tour. Hope you had as much
fun as we did!

Dan Burt
Hi David,
You asked for some Austin 7 news while we are in isolation. Finally got
around to sorting out the timing on Krystal, and have posted on the
Bristol Club's page. I thought you might like a copy to share.
Cheers, Dan.
----------------------------------------Timing is Everything!
I have long suspected that the Austin 7 ignition timing was wrong using
modern fuels. Static timed with an advance of about 8 degrees using a
DK4A 8 deg distributor means the engine will run OK at idle (400 rpm).
At 50 mph (3,300 rpm) Krystal ran fine, but once the revs dropped to 800
she would knock, lose power overheat and was clearly too advanced. When
you look at the advance curve this is not surprising, because the
advance maxes out at about 1400 rpm. I had tried an ACCUSPARK Austin 7
distributor, timed to the original Austin specs, but this was worse.
The 'Octane' label was developed in 1929 to enable fuels to be rated
according to their knock values. This was especially important for
aircraft use and efficiency. It seems that automotive fuels were between
40 to 60 octane in the early 1930s, and the Austin was set up for this.
Now, with 91 octane standard petrol (since the 1960s) of course the
timing of the Austin 7 is entirely wrong. The DK4A gives a maximum
advance of 16 deg (crank) at around 1400 rpm. Which is why Krystal was
way too advanced at this rpm.
The firing point is determined by the speed of the flame front of the
ignited fuel/ air mixture, and we want maximum expansion of the burn to
happen at about TDC. Otherwise, the burn tries to push the piston back
down the bore, resulting in the knocking and vibration. The more revs,
the earlier we have to fire the ignition to get this result, hence the
progressive advance as the speed increases. Given the much higher octane
rating of 'modern' fuels, we need to extend that advance over the whole
range of engine speeds, and that is what I have done. The 16 deg
potential advance of the DK4A plus the idle timing now gives about 25
degrees advance at 3,300 rpm instead of half way up the range at 1400
rpm, when the car is likely to be pulling quite hard. I suspect that
most crank and rear main damage has been caused by excessive knocking
and vibration fatigue over time, something which, with a new engine, is
hardly heard.
Krystal's specs: 1929 Chummy, overbored to 80 thou, low compression head
skimmed 90 thou. Now 800 cc with a compression ration of approx. 5.7:1.
Similar to a late Ruby. Static timing at approx. 10 deg. I think these
modifications will suit all Austin 7s, with care and correct timing for
the vehicle.
What I have done: I have replaced the centrifugal weight springs with
two the same, of the lighter type! The springs are easily snapped, but I

managed to get them to just retain the weights at idle by bending them
carefully. Check all pivots too, and all pivot positions. In situ, I
guessed/ calculated that a 5/16" inch hole drilled in the tip of each
weight would give me a broader range of advance of the 16 degrees
available. I would suggest that a ¼" hole - drilled to the bottom only may suit unmodified vehicles.
I now have heaps of power and Krystal is a different car to drive,
smooth throughout the range with little vibrations. Please see below for
the pics and a graph.

